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CASE STUDY

BÁO CHÁY 114 - FLUTTER

Báo Cháy 114 is a complex application that is 
used for Vietnamese citizens to handle and 
report everyday incidents in general and fire 
incidents in particular in Vietnam.

TECHNICAL

Flutter
Video call WebRTC

Chat Websocket

SUPPORT

IOS: 10 +
Android 6.0+

Duration 4 monthsTeam
size 8
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DAN TRI NEWS

Dan Tri News is the largest eNewspaper in Vietnam, featuring more than 10 million views per days from 172 countries . The official app 

of Dan Tri is designed to be compatible with all phones and tablets using an easy-to-use, seamless interface to provide readers with 

the best reading experience possible.

TECHNICAL

Android
IOS 12+

Backend: .Net

Duration 12 months

Team
size 16
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MANAKEY
ManeKEY is a smart check-in service that enables non-face-to-face counter operations. Unattended check-in is possible by personal 

authentication using AI. Not only will we solve the shortage of human resources, but we will also contribute to the safety and security 

of both guests and facility managers through the "new non-face-to-face customer service style" in the midst of corona epidemic

TECHNICAL AI           Android             Tablet

Duration 16 monthsTeam
size 23
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SPACESHARE.VN

SpaceShare is the first online platform in Vietnam to connect Coworking 
Space, through which users can find the right space to work, study, meet 
partners or organize events in the most convenient way.

TECHNICAL

Android
IOS 12+

Backend: .Net

https://www.facebook.com/spaceshare.vn 

https://www.instagram.com/spaceshare.vn

https://spaceshare.vn

Duration 12 monthsTeam
size 12
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TECHNICAL

Kotlin
IOS 12+

Backend django

SUPPORT

IOS: 10 +
Android 6.0+

HATARAKI NURSE

Hataraki Nurse is a communication platform 
for nurses that helps nurses change jobs. Based 
on the working experience of nurses, Hataraki 
distributes information about the necessary 
knowledge, skills for the job change.

Duration 8 monthsTeam
size 10
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SUPPORT

IOS: 10 +
Android 6.0+

3D MAP

3D Map is a third-party SDK iOS that provide more advanced and 
detailed-oriented solutions compared to Google Streetview. 

TECHNICAL

IOS 12+, Swift
SceneKit

Video Streaming

View 360-degree photos

Allow motions from different angles by video streaming

Display XML tags on the street (including warning signs,
directions, 3D model, etc)

Add and display 3D objects in a 3D space.
Allow users to view in-store commodities including sale promotions

Measure in a 3D space

Duration 12 monthsTeam
size 2
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SUPPORT

IOS: 10 +
Android 6.0+

BIBLE READER

Biblen Reader is one of the biggest Japanese Bible 
reading app with over … customers. It allows custom-
ers to stream, download or listen to bible through 
voice records of over 150 famous Japanese actors

TECHNICAL

Objective C
IOS 12+

Duration 12 monthsTeam
size 3
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SUPPORT

IOS: 10 +
Android 6.0+

VIDEO CALL/CHAT - JITSI MEET

Jitsi Meet is a videotelephony and online chat mobile app 
that works on multiple platforms. It provides a fully encrypted, 
developer-friendly and free video conferencing solution with 
many premium features

TECHNICAL

React native
Iphone, Android

Ipad, Web, Apple watch

Duration 4 monthsTeam
size 8



THANK YOU FOR YOUR INTEREST

www.morsoftware.com +84-24-6294-6789 linkedin.com/company/mor-software-jsc tuvu@morsoftware.com


